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A future in which all people in South 
Africa live in a participatory democracy 
with sustainable living environments and 
livelihood security. 
 

BESG supports vulnerable sectors of our 
society in accessing and developing land, 
basic services, shelter, and livelihood 
security through the provision of capacity 
building, social and technical support, 
and promoting citizen engagement with 
government. 
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1. OVERVIEW OF THE YEAR 
 

After two very lean years financially in 2014-6, BESG began a deep process of rebuilding, 
restructuring, and putting in place a succession plan for our Executive Director, Cameron 
Brisbane.  The restructuring started in July 2016 when BESG moved to new offices at 331 
Bulwer Street in the Pietermaritzburg CBD and continued through the first half of 2017.   
 
Succession planning is not just about changing the 
face of the CEO. Our Board spent two years trying to 
find a successor prior to Cameron’s scheduled 
retirement, but replacing his technical expertise at 
NGO rates when there is a national skills shortage, 
and finding someone who can own and actively 
promote our value system, is a tall order.  BESG has 
developed a first class performance management 
system that involves having a personal development 
plan for each member of staff, and using their 
abilities collectively to the best advantage for the 
organisation overall.  
 
Restructuring of the staffing complement was 
completed in May 2017 with the appointment of 
Melusi Nxele as Manager: Operations & 
Programmes. In June we held a two day residential 
induction training, capacity building and operational 
planning workshop, supplemented by a personal 
growth plan for each member of staff. We now have a small core of permanent professionals 
with skills in project management, housing, civil engineering, community development, process 
facilitation, and environmental science who can readily adapt, with knowledge development, 
training and support, to the vagaries of donor funding and shifting programme objectives.  The 
team will be enhanced, according to operational needs, by a combination of contract staff and 
associates – consultants who offer first class service at affordable rates, who share our vision 
and mission and can talk the BESG talk in interaction with external stakeholders.   
 
The Board also had a welcome boost to its numbers and expertise. Lulama Mbatha resigned in 
March 2017 due to her business interests keeping her out of province.  In April our Deputy 

Chair, Brian Bassett, passed away after a 
brief illness. Sushila Keshav left the 
Board, and we officially welcomed four 
new directors, at our AGM in August:  
Housing practitioner and academic 
Vincent Myeni; public policy researcher 
Sthandiwe “Mkabayi” Ntuli; strategy, 
policy and M&E specialist Thabani 
Mkhize; and enterprise development 
consultant Ndabuko Majola. 
 
BESG’s mission remains focused on 
supporting communities to access land 
and security of tenure, basic services, 
and housing, through capacity building, 
mentorship, and social and support.   

The directors at our AGM in August 
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While our traditional focus has been on independent Community Based Organisations, we 
entered into a Memorandum of Understanding to engage in local government and housing 
training with two prominent social movements in KwaZulu-Natal – the Landless People’s 
Movement, which supports farm dwellers, and Abahlali baseMjondolo, the largest shack 
dwellers’ movement in the country with a membership in excess of 50,000. 
 
Our local governance work was given a new lease 
of life with the launch in June 2016 of a national 
consortium project, Accounting for Basic Services, 
funded by the European Union and the Heinrich 
Böll Foundation.  It brings together Isandla Institute 
and sister NGOs Afesis-Corplan and Planact in 
supporting 6 communities in a local government 
accountability programme.  The mission of the 
European Union Delegation to South Africa is to 
support government in the roll-out of the National 
Development Plan, and the project has its roots in 
promoting access to basic services and social 
cohesion.  Our human rights work continues to 
attract small grants on an annual basis from the      Volunteers from Mpolweni help residents 
Foundation for Human Rights.       apply for Free Basic Services 
            
One of the biggest challenges faced in both our core programmes – Building Sustainable 
Human Settlements, and Deepening Democracy – has been the toxic political environment 
created by internal tensions and factionalism within the majority party.  There has been a string 
of political killings, some directly affecting our project work, which led to the establishment of the 
Moerane Commission of Inquiry.  The rival lobbies leading up to the December ANC national 
elective conference split many municipalities, while the KZN Provincial Executive Committee of 
the ANC was ruled by the courts to be illegal. The Auditor-General found municipal performance 
going in to reverse gear, and service delivery continued to decline. This makes our work all the 
more relevant, but for the first time in nearly 30 years, it also created conditions in which we 
have to consider the personal safety of staff working in the field. 
  
Our efforts to build a sustainable income stream to replace declining donor funding had mixed 
blessings over the year.  Our trading company, BESG Development Services, was prevented 
from continuing work on planned upgrades of the North East Sector 2 and the Peace Valley 2 
settlements, both in Msunduzi, by officials whose sole objective appears to have been to create 
as many obstacles as possible and force us out, and thereafter replace us with more 
“compliant” Implementing Agents. The Board had to take a hard decision, in order to protect 
BESG from adverse commercial risk, to withdraw from turnkey contracting which is the 
dominant procurement method in the KwaZulu-Natal human settlements sector.  We remain 

committed to supporting projects that are 
genuinely community driven, and 
provided we are paid for work done. 
 
While we saw a door close on township 
development, another door opened on 
our path-breaking work on climate 
change adaptation.  We constructed a 
Joint Venture with Swelihle Agricultural 
and Environmental Group c.c. that won a 
R2.8m tender with uMgungundlovu 
District Municipality (uMDM) in October, 

The Umgeni Resilience Project helps vulnerable        on its Umgeni Resilience Project.       
households withstand the impact of severe weather. 
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2. PROGRAMMES AND FOCUS AREAS 
 

 
Our two interlocking core programmes continue to underlie our interventions: 
 

• Building sustainable human settlements, and; 
• Promoting good governance and deepening democracy. 
 
The programmes are inter-linked by the premise that service delivery to the poor can best be 
realised by the demonstration of innovative solutions to development needs – both human and 
physical – and government embracing the challenges of development in a transparent and 
participatory manner.  The activities supported under each programme vary according to the 
funding we attract at any time.   
 

 
 

KZN Human Settlements Support Programme 

The programme aims to support and strengthen civil 
society in the achievement of sustainable development 
and livelihood security.  It is targeted at low income 
communities and other vulnerable groups in the KwaZulu-
Natal Midlands and coastal region, and is funded largely 
by Misereor, the German Catholic Bishops’ Organisation 
for Development Cooperation.  It has four components: 
 
1. Livelihood and tenure security training 

 
This is a poverty reduction initiative that aims to develop  
self-reliance and resilience in vulnerable households  

Steam your vegetables. Boiling them 

removes the nutrients from the food. Eat 

salads and grow herbs to make your food 

more interesting. Reduce salt -- it can 

cause hypertension, blood pressure, and 

heart disease.  
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organised in, or supported by, local Community Based Organisations CBOs).  The 
programme reached 84 households in 5 communities – Esigodini and KwaNxamalala in 
Msunduzi; Mpophomeni in uMngeni; and communities in Wards 4 and 7 of Mkhambathini. 
The programme continues to be very popular and, based on evaluations conducted 6 
months after training, shows a consistently high rate of impact with 63% of participants 
reporting applying the training in water security and health and safety in the home’ and 87% 
applying learning in energy security.  Other modules include nutrition, household budgeting, 
and tenure and asset security.  
  

2. Housing consumer education and support 
 
This is our long standing anchor programme which aims to equip communities at various 
stages of a project cycle with the knowledge and skills to ensure they are able to play a 
meaningful role in addressing their development needs.  We worked with two Communal 
Property Associations (CPAs) at Nkululeko Farm in Mpofana and Simunye Farm in uMvoti 

via a partnership with the Landless 
People’s Movement. Both had opted to 
follow the Enhanced People’s Housing 
Process (EPHP) and drive their own 
development, although we 
subsequently found that Simunye Farm 
was included in a 1,000 unit rural 
housing project where an Implementing 
Agent had been appointed for Stage 1 
(Planning) but the project appeared to 
have been blocked.  Officials have 
been reluctant, or at least remiss, to 
engage on both projects and this 
reinforces the need for BESG to 
continue to play an intermediary role.   
 

Farm dwellers are one of the most marginalised groups 
In our society but they receive very little state assistance.            

    
Working in our traditional urban backyard of Msunduzi 
has been a major challenge.  The municipality has 
been unstable for going on 3 years, since the former 
Municipal Manager was suspended and the Mayor 
replaced as part of the internal factional battles within 
the ANC.  The North East Sector 2 and Peace Valley 2 
projects were subjected to a repeated pattern of 
prejudicial conduct, in the form of avoidable delays and 
willful obstruction by officials, which has persisted for 
over 10 years.   
 
KZN Human Settlements failed in their attempts to 
facilitate a resolution on the issues blocking the 
projects, and by August 2017 conceded that there had 
been an evident breakdown of relationship.  A more 
insidious event was the manner in which an official 
community meeting in Mkondeni Sacca, the community 
of which BESG has supported for over 10 years, was 
disrupted by ANC members from outside the area 
demanding housing, while over 1500 households 
continue to survive on 2 communal standpipes.  
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Similar challenges faced us in eThekwini Municipality over two engagements.  Sizanosizo 
Primary Co-operative, which is active in 5 communities in Durban south, approached the 
municipality to engage in the EPHP as a job creation initiative and was referred to BESG.  
Our reputation survived over 10 years of inactivity in the coastal region, since we had 
acknowledged that eThekwini was very well resourced and opted to shift our focus to the 
small municipalities in the Midlands.  We undertook a rapid assessment of the interim 
services provided in the settlements where Sizanosizo was active, and sourced an official 
report indicating that the long term plan was to relocate the communities in Ward 36 to 
create a logistics hub for the planned Durban deep harbor on the old airport site. Again, 
officials have been reluctant to engage; however, in a surprise move a batch of toilets were 
delivered to one of the affected settlements.  Such are the silos within which officials work 
that we were unable to ascertain if it was in response to our rapid assessment.  Neither was 
the community made aware – and, assuming it was the work of the ward councillor who was 
deeply unpopular (and subsequently resigned), they sent the delivery away in protest. 
 

The biggest challenge in eThekwini was trying 
to support an emerging relationship between 
the new leadership that emerged from the 2016 
local government elections and Abahlali 
baseMjondolo.  We developed and ran a short 
training programme in local government 
structures and processes for the national and 
provincial leadership of Abahlali.  While we 
received acknowledgment that they were 
engaging in IDP izimbizo and ward-level War 
Rooms, the relationship was rapidly 
undermined by continuing shack demolitions by 
the city’s Anti-Land Invasion Unit. As one of the 

Abahlali leaders commented, when co-opted to join a provincial workshop on land invasion, 
“armies invade land, people occupy land.”  And so the mindset of “eradicating informal 
settlements” and “slums clearance” continues to deny the New Urban Agenda, to which our 
national government subscribed in October 2016 and which recognizes that urbanisation 
and informality are inevitable and universal facts of life. 
  
 

3. Housing for vulnerable groups, or special needs 
housing 
 
The objective of this support work is to assist 
Non Profit Organisations in accessing 
institutional housing subsidies to build or 
renovate residential care facilities for persons 
who need support in addition to a roof over their 
heads.  Successive budget cuts over the past 
two years have caused the Department of 
Human Settlements to prioritise local government 
projects at the expense of other, non-mainstream 
programmes. This was the subject of a full page 
feature in The Witness newspaper, published on 
World Habitat Day (2 October), headed “Lest 
they be forgotten.”  Work was undertaken on 
three projects – packaging of Phase 2 of a home 
extensions pilot project for orphans in association 
with Save the Children; packaging of a R3.1m  
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refurbishment and conversion of the Khayalethu Street Children’s Shelters for Youth for Christ 
KZN; and sourcing a professional team to undertake a pre-feasibility for the Sunset Overnight 
Shelter for street homeless adults, managed by Project Gateway from the Old Pietermaritzburg 
Prison.  The first two projects have been subject to a lengthy approval process and we hope all 
three projects will receive funding in the next financial year. 

 
We also ran a training programme on housing 
for people with disabilities for Siyajabula Faith 
Based Group and the Association for the 
Physically Challenged (APC).  We helped 
Siyajabula develop a concept plan for studio 
housing for wheelchair users, using the 
Community Residential Units subsidy, and 
began a process of identifying land and 
development partners via Msunduzi Municipality 
and Capital City Housing, who are the main 
providers of social housing in Pietermaritzburg.  

 
 
4. From rectification to rehabilitation:  Siyathuthuka Phase 1  
 

Our human rights work continues to attract 
small grants on a frequent basis from the 
Foundation for Human Rights.  In 2016/7 
we undertook a community mapping 
project in Siyathuthuka Phase 1, 
Richmond, where a community of 700 
households were victims of a housing 
subsidy project that resulted in rivers of 
raw sewerage, failed house foundations, 
and roofs that lift in heavy winds. The 
National Minister of Human Settlements 
had frozen the rectification programme in 
2015, however, we developed a far less 
expensive and intrusive methodology and 
process to undertake in situ rehabilitation.     Volunteers are trained in community mapping 
 

The community had demanded that we lay a complaint with the Public Protector after many 
years of broken promises to remedy the housing and sanitation.  Before that could be done 
we had to exhaust all administrative channels, and sought an engagement on our findings 
and recommendations with officials from the municipality and province.  At that stage, in  

Rivers of raw sewerage in Siyathuthuka             The community demands remedial action  
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June, the project lost a champion when Ward Councillor Sfiso Mkhize was killed in a political 
hit.  Richmond Municipality, which had a history of violent conflict through the mid-1990s and 
2000s, also saw the assassination of Municipal Manager Sibusiso Sithole in March, followed 
weeks later by the killing of Deputy Mayor Thandazile Phoswa (although there was some 
doubt as to whether the latter was politically motivated).  
 
Nevertheless, we were able to engage with KZN Department of Human Settlements who 
responded positively to the recommendations to pilot a “rehabilitation” project.  Once again, 
municipal officials were found to be dragging their feet, on this occasion in submitting a 
formal letter requesting a provincial intervention.  Municipal Speaker Samora Ndlovu was 
instrumental in keeping alive an engagement process with officials, but in spite of BESG 
even drafting the letter to province, we closed out the year still waiting for the Municipal 
Manager to place the request on official letterhead.  Should they continue to be 
unresponsive, a formal complaint to the Public Protector will be inevitable. 
 

 
 
The Deepening Democracy Programme  
and Accounting for Basic Services 
 
Our support work in developmental local governance  
received a new lease of life, after a 3 year period without  
dedicated funding, in June 2016.  A national consortium  
formed under lead partner the Heinrich Böll Foundation,  
and comprising 4 affiliates of the Good Governance  
Learning Network – Afesis Corplan, BESG, Isandla  
Institute, and Planact, secured a 2 year grant from the  
European Union.  The focus of the project was to support 
6 communities, under the banner of “Accounting for Basic  
Services,” in using the municipal budget as a tool for ensuring accountability in the prioritization 
and delivery of basic services.  Some national officials, who were invited to formed an advisory 
group, cautioned that the very title of the project may be perceived as confrontational. However, 
it was a real experiment in giving substance to Chapter 4 of the Municipal Systems Act, which 
requires that local municipalities budget to build the capacity of communities in order that they 
can engage in the budget and other key decision-making processes. 
 
We partnered with two CBOs in the Midlands: 

 
Two CBOs from kwaNxamalala in 
Vulindlela, Sakhingomso and Thandanani 
Hope Foundation, were predominantly 
formed by youth who wanted to ensure, 
inter alia, that local jobs were created 
during a planned R6m roads construction 
contract in their ward.  They had a tough 
time accessing information from Msunduzi 
Municipality, which did not hold a budget 
imbizo or post their draft budget for public 
comment.  We were also unable to source 
a copy after approaching the Offices of the 
Mayor and Chief Financial Officer.  
Nevertheless, the CBO was able to engage  

CBO members dissect the municipal budget        with the Ward Councillor who was 
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very supportive of their efforts.  In the course of 2017, 76 jobs were created and community 
leaders were given training in how to monitor the quality of construction.  As a demonstration of 
the agency created through participation in the project, they formed broader alliances in the 
community and were able to weather a storm created by a feature in the Mail and Guardian that 
had been procured by the Heinrich Böll Foundation as part of giving visibility to the project but 
ended up fuelling factional fires in the ward. 
 
The Mpolweni community in uMshwathi had been concerned that indigent households were not 
receiving Free Basic Services from uMgungundlovu District Municipality (uMDM), which is the 
Water Services Authority for the area. In spite of a Water Consumer Education programme that 
was rolled out in 2012, many households were receiving accounts with accrued arrears of 
thousands of Rands.  The community lived in hope after uMDM increased its allocation for Free 
Basic Services from R3m in 2015/6 to R59m in 2017/8.  However, the municipality failed to roll 
out a consumer awareness programme 
that was budgeted in the same year.   
 
The CBO orchestrated a “dry run” where 
some members physically went to the 
District’s central office in Pietermaritzburg 
to apply for indigent status.  This was a 
precursor to a mass registration drive 
held on 25 November, when the CBO 
assisted 343 households in applying for 
Free Basic Services.  After the Water 
Services Authority within the District had 
declined to engage with the project, the 
uMDM Manager: Revenue Management 
was warmly appreciative of the efforts 
made by the CBO to help its fellow 
citizens.      Mpolweni mass registration drive for Free Basic Water 

 
 
BESG Development Services 
 

Our trading subsidiary, BESG Development Services, had mixed fortunes in the year under 
review.  Its contract for planning and design of the North East Sector 2 less formal township in 

Msunduzi, which had been 
awarded after a battle with 
officials in 2012 that involved an 
intervention by the MEC, 
ground to a near halt. Msunduzi 
Municipality failed to address 
several blockages of its own 
making – among others, a lack 
of funds for internal bulk and 
connector services, and a 
repeated illegal occupation of 
land that we were instructed to 
service in order to move 23 
families out of the planned road 
reserves.   

The municipality took no action when there was an orchestrated  
occupation of land set aside for internal relocations in North East Sector 2 
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Instead of addressing the issues affecting the project, the municipality seemed determined to 
throw obstacles in our way to the point that, for reasons of commercial risk, our Board resolved 
to withdraw from the project and another at Peace Valley 2 in Edendale. An intervention by 
provincial officials was frustrated by municipal officials for over 6 months before they concluded 
that there was a breakdown of relationship.  For BESG it felt like being punished for someone 
else’s misdemeanour. For our community partner, whose leadership had faced hurdle after 
hurdle to development over a period of 20 years, it was a slap in the face for the Ward 
Councillor to deny them rights to convene meetings, and for the officials to collude in not 
acknowledging their mandate from the community which had been by open election.  The 
Peace Valley 2 matter is now in the hands of the courts. 

 
A big boost was received 
when we won a R3.78m 
tender in October with 
uMgungundlovu District 
Municipality, in a Joint 
Venture with Swelihle 
Agricultural and 
Environmental Group, to 
undertake a set of studies 
and training on climate 
change resilience.  Ironically 
we tendered for our own 
intellectual property, borne 
out of the 2014 award-
winning Greener Pastures 
project, after the accredited 
National Implementing Entity 

for the Global Adaptation Fund, the South African National Biodiversity Institute (SANBI) 
refused to do business with us in 2015.  Work started on site in February, with the identification 
of vulnerable households, stormwater, and water crossings in Nhlazuka, Richmond. 
 
 

Networking 
 
One of the challenges of being a local player in a global context is effective networking.  BESG 
has been a strong supporter of networking as a means of expanding our knowledge horizons, 
sharing knowledge in a sector that is a high performer but chronically under-resourced, and 
creating platforms for joint action, particularly in pro-poor advocacy work.  BESG is affiliated to: 
 

• The Good Governance Learning Network (national) (www.ggln.org.za) 

• The Msunduzi NGO Forum (local) (www.pcb.org.za) 

• The KwaZulu-Natal Civil Society Coalition (provincial) (www.kzncsoc.org.za) 

• Civicus (international)  (www.civicus.org) 
 
While many NGOs find themselves competing for scarce resources, part of our “going concern” 
strategy is to open new funder markets through collaboration and forming a larger footprint for 
our work.  The Accounting for Basic Services project was formed from the first ever 
collaboration of members of the Good Governance Learning Network. 
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3. FINANCE AND FUNDING 
 

 
Our thanks are extended to the following donors who supported our work during the year: 

• Misereor/KZE 

• The European Union 

• The Heinrich Böll Foundation 

• The Foundation for Human Rights 
  
Copies of our audited Annual financial Statements are available on request. 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

Total Income

Governance (48%) Human Settlements (42%)

Human Rights (3%) Fee/other income (7%)

Total Expenditure

Human resources (76%)

Project Activities (10%)

Management & Administration (14%)

Total Expenditure = R2,768,478

The deficit was accounted for by donor funds carried over from the prior year of R19,540, and an 

anticipated shortfall in donor contributions toward management and administration expenses of 

R260,126 which was funded from BESG reserves. 

Total income = R2,488,812 



 

331 Bulwer Street,  

Pietermaritzburg 3201  

P.O. Box 1369,  

Pietermaritzburg 3200 

Tel:  +27 33 394 4980: 

Fax: +27 33 394 4979 

Email: info@besg.co.za  

www.besg.co.za 




